Designing normalized relation is subject of great difficult, yet great importance. The paper presented automatic derivation of database keys as a step forward solution to designing normalized relations. It studied relational schema and functional dependencies to derive keys of primary, candidate, alternative and super key of relational database. The necessary algorithms to derive database keys were analyzed, modified and coded in Java Programming Language to display graphical key derivation input interface. The input interface accepts any length of schemas' attributes and functional dependencies to compute power set, closure, derived keys and specific group of keys which can aid database designers to control anomalies at initial stage of database design. The system also assists the students to find, "see", and learn database keys derivation. The effectiveness has a positive impact on the students' performance on normalization technique.
Introduction
Designing database is an art process similar to building a house. Database designers always face the problems of designing a relational database that will be free of database anomalies. These anomalies bring repetition of tuples that delay processing time and occupy memory spaces.
Suppose that the value of the attribute BUILDER determines values of the attribute MODEL and PRICE, (BUILDER → MODEL, PRICE) and that the value for the attribute MODEL determines the value for PRICE, (MODEL → PRICE). Grouping these attributes in relation HOUSE(BUILDER, MODEL, PRICE) has several undesirable properties. First the relationship between MODEL and PRICE is repeated in the relation for each BUILDER who builds a particular MODEL of home. This repetition creates difficulties if a BUILDER who happens to be the last BUILDER of a certain MODEL home is deleted from the relation, then the relationship between the MODEL and its PRICE also disappears from the relation. This is called a deletion anomaly. Similarly, if a new builder who happens to be the first BUILDER of a certain MODEL home is added then the relationship between MODEL of a home and its PRICE will also be added. This is called an insertion anomaly. Suppose that the relationship between a MODEL and its PRICE is changed e.g. the price is increased; then the MODEL and PRICE relationship should be affected for every BUILDER of the Material published as part of this publication, either on-line or in print, is copyrighted by the Informing Science Institute. Permission to make digital or paper copy of part or all of these works for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that the copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage AND that copies 1) bear this notice in full and 2) give the full citation on the first page. It is permissible to abstract these works so long as credit is given. To copy in all other cases or to republish or to post on a server or to redistribute to lists requires specific permission and payment of a fee. Contact Publisher@InformingScience.org to request redistribution permission.
MODEL. This is called update anomaly. These anomalies are undesirable since the user is not likely to realize the consequence of the insertion, deletion or updating. The user may inadvertently affect a relationship that was not intended to be modified. Consistency, insertion, deletion and updating are not probe effecting all groupings of attributes. If the relation HOUSE(BUILDER, MODEL, PRICE) is normalized then the consistency and anomaly problems disappear.
Normalization is a step by step reversible process of replacing a given collection of relations by successive collection in which the relations have a progressively simpler and more regular structure (Date & Darwen, 2000) . The reversibility guarantees that the original collection of relations can be recovered and therefore no information has been lost. Codd proposed three normal forms which he called first normal form (1NF), second normal form (2NF) and third normal form (3NF). A stronger definition of 3NF was proposed by Boyce and Codd and is known as BoyceCodd Normal Form (BCNF). All these normal forms except 1NF are based on the functional dependencies among the attributes of a relation (Elmasri & Navathe, 1994) .
First normal form relates to the structure of the relation. It requires that every attribute of a relation be based on a simple domain. The database designers have no problem to know if a relation violates first normal form. They can put the relation into first normal form algorithmically by replacing a non-simple domain by its constituent simple domains. In the second (2NF), third (3NF) and Boyce Codd normal form (BCNF), there is a need for the database designers to know the real meaning and application of database keys such as candidate key, primary key, super key, etc,.
Problem Statement
Database designers always find it difficult to determine these keys from relational database schemas. It has been difficult to motivate students and database designers to derive primary, candidate, alternative and super keys because they think this area is dry and theoretical. There are many algorithms to determine the database keys but they look abstract for students. Many database researchers indicated that relational database model to derive database keys tends to be complex for the average designers. Failure to determine the database keys at times leads to poor design that can generate database anomalies. The database key algorithms often require extensive relational algebraic backgrounds that database designers lack. Most database text books rely on the definition of the keys in their course areas. They simply give the definition of primary key, candidate key, alternative key and super key and hope the database designers would be able to apply the definition to determine these keys from relational schemas and functional dependencies. It is still difficult for students to understand which attributes from a given relation determines another attributes. These approaches may not be the best way to assist many database designers effectively understands the derivation of database keys. It has been noticed that normalization process, decomposition and loss less join happened when various database keys have been expressed.
Literature Review
There are many literature reviews on database normalization but none has singly or deeply involved on the derivation of database keys which are very fundamental in this area. Hsiang-Jui Kung and Hui-Lien Tung (2006) developed a web-based database normalization tool and its effectiveness in teaching and learning normalization. The aspect of database keys was not touched. Concepcion and Villafuerteq (1990) and Rosenthal and Reiner, (1994) proposed algorithms and tools to synthesize a normalized database using functional dependencies. The algorithms did not illustrate how to derive database keys of primary, candidate, alternative or secondary and super. Chilton, McHaney, and Chae (2006) developed a normalization tool to teach student on normalization process but the tool did not provide means of finding database keys. Diederich and Milton developed new methods and fast algorithms for database normalization. These methods and algorithm did not include database keys derivation.
Most database authors provide a definition for the key but no algorithm for computing it. David Maier (1993) and Jeffrey Ullman (1988) provided algorithms for computing the closure of a set of attributes or a set of functional dependencies but the calculation of a key is left for the readers using the closure algorithms. Determining the candidate keys for a small relation schema with a small set of functional dependencies may be trivial but if a relation has a relatively large number of attributes and/or functional dependencie, then determining the keys may not be a trivial process. Ramez Elmasri and Shamkant Navathe (1994) offer a candidate key algorithm as shown in Figure 1 .
A contains all attributes of R then The algorithm in Figure 1 returns only one key for R and the returned key depends on the order in which attributes were removed. For example, for R(ABCDEF) with a set of functional dependencies, if we start removing attributes from the right side, that is F, followed by E, followed by D, we may conclude that ABC is a key. We may not realize that for example E by itself or F by itself or a combination of EF or E or F combined with any of the attributes A, B, or C are also keys of Ausiello, Datri, and Sacca (1983) who provide an approach for homogenous treatment of several related aspects of relational database schemas, namely, closure, minimalization and synthesizing a relational schema in 3NF. In their work, database key funding issues were not treated. Biskup, Dematrovics, Libkin, & Muchnik (1991) explored the relational database schemes having a unique minimal key but the emphasis is on their relationship with normal form relation schemes and lattice theoretic issues. Key funding issues were not emphasized. The problem of funding a primary key is much easier than funding all derived keys of all candidate keys, super keys and alternative keys.
The objective of the paper is to develop a graphical key derivation user interface that would allow students and database designers understand the step-by-step derivation of database keys. Claudio Lucchesi and Sylvia Osborn (1978) designed an algorithm which finds all the keys and whose running time is a polynomial of the size of the input and the size of output. The algorithm is modified to derive the keys of candidate, alternative, primary and super keys as shown in Fig 
Definitions

Functional Dependencies
The single most important concept in relational schema design is that of a functional dependency. A functional dependency denoted by X→Y between two sets of attributes X and Y that are subsets of R specifies a constraint on the possible tuples that can form a relation instance r of R. The constraint states that for any two tuples t 1 and t 2 in r such that t 1 [X] = t 2 [X] . We must also have t 1 [Y] = t 2 [Y] . This means that the values of the Y component of a tuple in r depend on or are de-termined by the values of the X component, or alternatively, the values of the X component of a tuple uniquely or functionally determine the values of the Y component. We also say that there is a functional dependency from X to Y or that Y is functionally dependent on X (Elmasri & Navathe, 1994) .
Key of Relation
We say a set of one or more attributes { A 1 , A 2 , A 3 ,…,A n } is a key for a relation if
(1) those attributes functionally determine all other attributes of the relation. That is, it is impossible for two distinct tuples of R to agree on all of A 1 , A 2 , A 3 ,…,A n .
(2) there is no proper subset of { A 1 , A 2 , A 3 ,…,A n } functionally determine all other attributes of R. Naturally, there are many keys that already identified in database schemas. Among them are candidate keys, primary keys, alternative keys, secondary keys, super keys and foreign keys.
Candidate key is unique identifier enforcing that no tuple will be duplicated. If a relation schema has more than one minimal key, each is called a candidate key. One of the candidate keys is arbitrarily designated to be the primary key of the relation schema and the other are called secondary keys. Each relation schema must have a primary key. A primary key is a set of attributes that uniquely determined an instance of an entity. Suppose we have the following schemas:
Customer(customer_number, customer_name, customer_address, customer_phone…, )
Order(order_number, customer_number, invoice_number,…, )
Invoice(invoice_number, customer_number, order_number,…, )
Order_Line(order_number, order_line_number, produce_code,…, )
In the above example, we have four relational schemas, namely, customer, order, invoice and order_line. The bold underlined attributes are candidate keys. The non-bold underlined attributes are foreign keys. Usually one candidate key is the primary key and used in preference over the other candidate keys which are alternative keys. For example, in order_Line( order_number, order_line_number,…,); order_number can be chosen as primary key while order_line_number can now be alternative key. But both are candidate keys.
A super key of a relation schemas R= { A 1 , A 2 , A 3 ,…,A n } is a set of attributes S R with the property that no two tuples t 1 and t 2 in any relation instance r of R will have t 1 [s] = t 2 [s] . A key K is a super key with the additional property that removal of any attribute from K will result in K not being a super key any more. Every key is a super key. Some keys are not super keys. If a relation R is considered from a relationship then
⊆
(1) if the relationship is many to many ( n: m ) then the keys of both connected entity sets are the key attributes of R many to many.
(2) if the relationship is from entity sets many (E1) to entity set one (E2) ( n:1) then the key attributes of E1 are the key attributes of R but those E2 are not.
(3) if the relationship is from entity set one to one ( 1:1 ) then the key attributes for either of the connected entity sets are the key attributes of R.
Database Key Constraints
The work identifies four database key constraints as follows:
i The difference between a key and a super key is that a key has to be minimal, that is, if we have a key K= (A 1 , A 2 , A 3 ,…,A n ) then K -A is not a key for 1
ii Consider the car relation: CAR(label, reg#, serialNo, make, model, year) which has two keys : K1 = {label, reg#} and K2 = {serialNo}. These keys {K1, K2}are super key (SK). {serialNo, make} is a super key but not a key. If a relation has several candidate keys, one is chosen arbitrarily to be the primary key. The primary key attributes are underlined. Any of the candidate keys that is not part of the primary key is called an alternative key.
iii Super key of R: a set of attributes SK of R such that no two tuples in any valid relation instance r(R) will have the same value for SK. That is, for any distinct tuples t 1 and t 2 in r(R),
iv In a BCNF relation R, every functional dependency in R must be of the form K→A where K is a key and A is any attribute. The following can be asserted:
-all non-prime attributes must be fully dependent on each key -all prime attributes must be fully dependent on all keys of which they are not a part.
-No attribute (prime or not prime) can be fully dependent on any set of attributes that is not key.
Since each key is fully dependent on every other key, the keys are functionally equivalent. That is, for every pair of keys there is a bijection, i.e., functions in both directions connecting them 
because A B X A X B H A B H A H B X A B X A X B X A B imal X A X B
The function is one to one in every position
These four constraints were embedded into database keys derivation to derive candidate leys, primary keys, alternative keys and super keys.
Methodology
The following algorithms are needed to generate database keys of primary, candidate, alternative, secondary and super keys from relational schemas R and a set of functional dependency (fd) -Power set of relational schemas -Closure T + Algorithm -Keys Algorithm
Power Set of Relational Schemas
This power set is to determine the power set of relation T( A 1 , A 2 , A 3 ,…A n ) except the empty set.
The n attributes will be combined into 2 n -1. For example a relation R(A,B,C) will generate a power set of 2 3 -1 (ABC permutation) as follows: ( A, B, C, AB, AC, BC, ABC) minus empty set ( ) φ .
Closure X + Algorithm
The schema designer will specify the relation and functional dependencies that are semantically obvious. There are usually numerous other functional dependencies that will also hold in all legal relation instances that satisfy the dependencies in T. The set of all such functional dependencies is called the closure of T and is denoted by T + . A systematic way to determine these additional functional dependencies is first to determine each set of attributes X that appears as a left-hand side of some functional dependencies in T and then use Armstrong's inference rules of reflexive, augmentation, transitive, decomposition union and pseudotransitive to determine the set of all attributes that dependent on X as shown in figure 2. Thus, for each set of attributes X, we determine the set X + of attributes that are functional determined by X; X + is called the closure of X under T.
1. Let X be a set of attributes that eventually will become the closure -we first initialize X to be 1 2 3 we add C to the set X 3. repeat 2 as many times as necessary until no more attributes can be added to X 4. the set X after no more attributes can be added to it is the correct value of 
Key Algorithms
Key algorithm used the algorithm of candidate key (cd) which was modified to determine those attributes that must be part of a key and those attributes may not be part of the keys. It considered attributes that would lead to primary key (pk), alternative key ( ak) and supper key (sp). Figure 3 describes the algorithm of derived keys.
Implementation
The algorithms of power set, closure ( Figure 2 ) and database keys ( Figure 3 ) were developed using JAVA programming language. The tool has input interface to key in and display relational schema and functional dependencies. The tool is in position to accept any length of relational attributes and functional dependencies. It will derive the database keys and group them into primary key, candidate key, alternative key and super key. As illustrated in the introduction section, Figure 4 depicts sample of three attributes of relation House(Builder = B, Model = M, Price = P) and two functional dependencies: B→M, M→P. It is possible for the user to add more attributes and functional dependencies. As shown in figure 4 the user has keyed in three attributes and two functional dependencies. The next step is for the user to press power set button to generate the power set of R as still shown in Figure 4 . The next step is for the user to press closure button that will display all the attribute values of each element as shown in Figure 5 . Pressing derive keys button will display all attributes in closure that contain relational attributes as shown in Figure 6 . Figure 6 has derived key of B, {BM} and {BP} and they contain {BMP} in closure box. The user will press other keys button to see how attributes in derive key are distributed into primary, candidate, alternative and super keys as shown in Figure 7 . The specific group of keys can aid database designers to design good schema and check database anomalies. For example, primary keys can be used to sort and translate schema. It can also be used to map entity relations and relational model. The candidate keys can be used to list instance object for loaded models. Super keys would assist to check if relations violate 3NF or BCNF. For example, as shown in Figure 7 , the only primary key is B. The super keys are {BM} and {BP}. It is clearly seen that the left hand side of M→P is not a super key. The schema is not in 3NF because the right hand side is not part of the key. and FDs were changed into BM→P, and P→B, the whole process has changed. The derived keys are {BM} and {MP} as illustrated in figure 8 . It is easy for database designer to check if the relation violate either 3NF or BCNF. The left hand side of BM→P is a key so it is okay. The right hand side of P→B is part of the key so it is okay. Therefore, the schema is in 3NF.
It is also easy to ask if the relation is in BCNF. Based on the definition of BCNF and derivation of keys as shown in Figure 8 , this schema is not in BCNF because the only keys are {BM} and {MP} and the FD, P→B has a left hand side which is not a super key. It is the right hand side which was part of the key that made it in 3NF. This process is easy to follow without extensive background in relational algebra and database theories. The user needs to know the definition of third or boyce-codd normal form in order to determine the keys. 
Detailed Analysis
Students offer database design (CSC422) at 400 level in the Department of Computer Science, University of Agriculture, Abeokuta, Nigeria. Out of 15-week course, Lecturers and Tutors normally spend 3 weeks on normalization topic. In their final examination paper, one question on normalization technique always appears. The detailed comments on student's performance question by question by external examiner indicated that students found it difficult to determine the closure R + when the attributes of the relation were more than 5. More so, they found it so difficult to derive candidate and super keys. The students' performance on normalization question compared with other questions was very poor from year 2000 to 2006.
Before the beginning of 2007 second semester database design lectures, the graphical key derivation interface as shown in above Figures 3-8 has been developed as part of teaching and learning normalization topic. In 2007 database design tutorials of normalization topic, students were given exercises on relations with three to four attributes and various functional dependencies. It was very easy for average students to get the keys. The results were compared with the text books' answers and graphical key derivation interface which showed no discrepancies. Two in-class exercises were given to students as follows: None of the 114 students offered database design course for 2007 session was able to derive the closure of exercise A. Later, they were exposed to use the graphical key derivation interface to get the closure of R + . After deriving the closure, 102 out of 114 students derived the keys. They used the tool to do more exercises from the text book. Exercise B was given as continuous assignment test and the result showed that 105 out of 114 students got the closure, non-trivial functional dependencies and the keys after the use of graphical key derivation interface. The tool was used for both teaching and learning of normalization topic for 2007 and 2008 sessions. Table 2 illustrates the students' performance on normalization questions for 2007 and 2008 second semester examination on database design.
The external examiner remarks on the students' performance in normalization questions for both 2007 and 2008 sessions were very impressive compared with other questions. Looking at Tables  1 and 2 , before and after introduction of graphical key derivation interface, students knew and answered normalization questions better in respect of grade-wise. 
Conclusion and Future Research Direction
The paper identified definitions of each component of relational schema that are necessary to determine various database keys. It enumerated the problems of database designer to identify specific keys for designing relational schemas that would free database anomalies. The work implemented necessary algorithms to derive database keys in their specific groups. These groups can provide piece of information for schema translation, separation of multiple mapped keys and determination of relations that violate normal forms. It was justified that the developed graphical key derivation interface guided students to learn normalization topic effectively. This tool can be expanded to display non-trivial functional dependencies from derived keys and if any functional dependency followed specified functional dependencies. The incorporation of decomposition and loss-less join dependency is proposed if a relational schema violates either 3NF or BCNF as further studies for proper perfection of relation from database anomalies.
